DESIGN FLOORS

Creative decors and
innovative sizes

Be inspired
Authentic-looking wood and stone decors, life-like embossed surfaces and unusual
XL formats – these are the highlights of our new design floor collection.

Twisted Wood Nature J-40024

Whether modern or classic, rustic or elegant – our
multifaceted selection of design floors offers creative
freedom for realising your individual interior style.
Easy-care properties and superior quality processing
ensure that your new floor retains its beauty for a long
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Cover image: Stripes J-40021

time to come. Whether alone, or combined with fabrics
and rugs from JAB ANSTOETZ – Design Floor LVT
becomes your home's very personal signature.
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Design Floor LVT convinces with its true-to-nature wood and stone decors.
The genuine character is underscored with finely textured surfaces.

WOOD

STONE

Slate, concrete and other mineral materials were the
inspiration for these fascinating stone designs,
which have a compelling modern loft allure.

With a palette that ranges from “White Oak” to
“Chocolate Oak” to “Catalpa Red”, our design floors
offer an extensive range for subtle colour schemes.

New XL size tiles (e.g. 91.44 x 45.72 cm) are
available for particularly spacious interior designs.
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The textured surface is modelled after the natural
grain of wood and thus, recreates an astonishingly
real feel.

Nordic Pine J-40003
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Interior furnishings are our passion
For customers around the world, the
name JAB ANSTOETZ stands for
high-quality interior creations, whose
visionary designs set new trends time
and again. The core product range of
the renowned textile manufacturer is
comprised of multifaceted collections
of decoration and upholstery fabrics,
which are supplemented by roller
blinds, pleated blinds and panels for
efficient sun protection. As a stylish
counterpart to the exclusive furnishing
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Elegant Oak J-40014

textiles, the portfolio also includes
rugs, fitted carpeting and design
flooring in select superior qualities.
The harmonious range is completed
by meticulously hand-crafted upholstered furniture and a small but
refined collection of curtain rods and
wallpapers.
All products are subtly coordinated
with one another and can thus be
combined to form well balanced and
customised room concepts.
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The perfect look in every room
Quality is our priority
This motto stands behind all product developments
from JAB ANSTOETZ and applies especially to our
design floors. We only include tested and externally
audited products in our collections.
To ensure that the design floors remain flexible,
resilient and supple in their surface, we use a
phthalate-free plasticiser, which is also used in
the toy industry.
In addition, our floors are also tested for emissions
and possess a valid general building inspection
approval from the DIBT (German Institute for
Structural Engineering) in Berlin.
External institutes regularly certify our products as
the best quality. In this way, we guarantee that no
objectionable substances are emitted into the
ambient air.
Internal random sampling also guarantees
continuous high quality standards.

Our advantages for a long-lasting
beautiful floor:
•

Authentic wood and stone decors
with textured surface

•

Size variety for highest flexibility

•

For use in all living areas
(also kitchen and bathroom)

•

Skid-proof and moisture-resistant

•

Gentle on the joints and warm on the feet

•

Durable, hard-wearing and easy-care

•

Sound-insulating due to elastic materials

•

Suitable for use with underfloor heating

•

Low installation heights from 2,5 to 5 mm

•

DRY BACK or click installation

•

Due to the special factory-applied PU protective

Basket Honey J-40026

Design Floor LVT proves just how robust and
low-maintenance it is, not only in entryways.
Due to its moisture-resistant and non-skid
properties, the design floor is ideal for use in
kitchens and bathrooms. The version for glue
installation is particularly water-repellent and
rugged.

layer the floors can be used immediately
•

Recyclable components

•

100% phthalate-free

•

Perfect for combining with rugs from
JAB ANSTOETZ Flooring
Cream J-40032
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Tuscany Pine Grey J-40008
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Manhattan J-40028 · Manhattan Night J-40029

A creative interplay of shape and colour
>
:

You can let your imagination run free when designing
your floor. By combining various patterns, you can
create floor designs with a captivating and expressive
appearance.

>
:
>
:

stone decor tile

90,81 × 45,09 cm

91,44 × 45,72 cm

60,33 × 29,85 cm

>
:
60,96 × 30,48 cm

XL
151,77 × 22,23 cm

152,4 × 22,86 cm XL

121,29 × 22,23 cm

90,81 × 45,09 cm

60,33 × 29,85 cm

wood decor planks

121,92 × 18,42 cm

White Oak J-40001 · Grey Oak J-40005 · Cream Oak J-40010

91,44 × 45,72 cm

Manhattan J-40028 · Manhattan Night J-40029
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60,96 × 30,48 cm

>
:

>
:
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Pure relaxation…
Design Floor LVT also looks fantastic in the bathroom. Modern wood or stone appearances set the
mood in your private wellness oasis.
The glued version is the right choice for optimum
protection against slipping and moisture.
Allow our partners to assist you with your selection!
The benefits:
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Tuscany Pine Grey J-40008

•

Pleasant flexible and warm surface

•

Easy to clean and maintain

•

Suitable for use with underfloor heating
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Wonderfully practical, splendidly comfortable
DRY BACK or click installation – your
choice
Heavily trafficked living areas such as entryways,
kitchens or bathrooms need a floor that can
handle continual wear effortlessly. Here, design
floors for glue or click installation are the optimal
solution.
Design floors with click installation are an
outstanding choice for customers who value
quick and flexible floor design. Also, thanks to
the adhesive-free, floating installation, the
original floor remains intact.
Whichever model you choose: All patterns are
available in the same decor in a DRY BACK and a
click version.

Click version for floating installation

Click underlay for more insulation and support

Cream J-40032

The trend in kitchens and dining areas is toward a conspicuously inviting ambience. Design floor LVT creates
an atmosphere that invites you to linger, not only during meal times. And because the design floors are
durable and resistant to stains, they are easy to clean and maintain.
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Decor Overview
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All decors are available for DRY BACK or click
installation

:>
STONE

WOOD

WOOD

WOOD

J-40001 White Oak

J-40010 Cream Oak

J-40019 Washed Wood

J-40002 French Basali White

J-40011 Natural Pine

J-40020 Catalpa Red

J-40003 Nordic Pine

J-40012 Toffee Oak

J-40021 Stripes

J-40004 Painted Dust

J-40013 French Basali Nature

J-40022 Chocolate Oak

J-40005 Grey Oak

J-40014 Elegant Oak

J-40023 Twisted Wood Grey

J-40006 Catalpa Grey

J-40015 Catalpa Nature

J-40024 Twisted Wood Nature

J-40007 Stone Oak

J-40016 Premium Beech

J-40025 Basket Nature

J-40008 Tuscany Pine Grey

J-40017 Premium Oak

J-40026 Basket Honey

J-40009 Tuscany Pine

J-40018 Rough Honey Oak

J-40027 Dark Slate

J-40031 Dark Concrete

J-40028 Manhattan

J-40032 Cream

J-40029 Manhattan Night J-40033 Macchiato

J-40030 Light Concrete

J-40034 Bronze
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Surface textures
Design Floor LVT comes with a textured finish, which
is specially adapted to the respective pattern.

fine wood texture

wood texture

Technical data
In this way, the wood and stone decors appear more
authentic and even provide a texture that closely
resembles nature.

rough wood texture

Type of floor covering in accordance with EN ISO 10582:
Heterogeneous plastic covering with PU surface finishing

:

>

Wear layer thickness ISO 24340

0,40 mm

0,40 mm

Bevel edge – depends on decor

yes

yes

Total thickness ISO 24346 approx.

2,5 mm

5 mm

Chair castor suitability EN 425 / ISO 4918

yes

yes

Suitable for use with underfloor heating

yes

yes

Impact sound improvement EN ISO 16251-1 approx.

~ 4 dB

~ 4 dB

Impact sound reduction with use of CLICK underlay EN ISO 16251-1 approx.

–

~ 15 dB

Degree of slip resistance

R 9* / R 10

R 9 */ R 10

Range of use EN ISO 10874

23/32/41**

23/32

		
		

* R 9 only for use with surface Pearl
** Workshops

saw cut

D
F
I
slate decor

Intensive domestic use

General commercial use
Moderate light-industrial
use

g
e
R

Suitable for castor chairs
Suitable for under floor
heating

+
;

PU coating

Bevel edge

Flame-retardant

pearl decor

Skirting board – the perfect transition between floor and wall.
The programme also includes the matching skirting
board to act as a coordinated transition between the
design floor and wall. The modern cubic shape
(15/58) and matching colour allows for a smooth
finish at the wall. For lovers of contrasts we offer this
format also in white or aluminium.

Especially for use in old buildings, a skirting board is
available in white (19/93), with a curved profile that
makes a nostalgic impression.

Service:
Design Floor LVT can be laid quickly and easily by a professional of your choice.
Detailed laying instructions and a current installation manual can be found at www.jab.de.
We recommend using a special PU cleaner for preservation of value and care of your design floor.
This can also be purchased from your local specialist shop. Information on maintenance and care of design floors
can be found at www.jab.de.

Note:
Please note that the designs depicted in the
brochure are only samples of sections. Also, despite
having the same decors in both the click and glued
versions, there are very slight deviations in colour,
which are within the range of customary tolerances.
To assist you with the selection of your design
flooring, we would be glad to send you an original
piece of board or tile. All rights to possible changes
due to technical advancement are reserved.
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Cubic shape SO15/58

White skirting board SO19/93

JAB TEPPICHE
HEINZ ANSTOETZ KG
HERFORD

Z-156.603-1321

Emissionsgeprüfter Bodenbelag
nach DIBt-Grundsätzen
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Germany
JAB TEPPICHE HEINZ ANSTOETZ KG

Sweden
JAB Showroom Stockholm

Dammheider Straße 67
D-32052 Herford-Elverdissen
T: +49 (0)5221-774-0
F: +49 (0)5221-774-52
JABteppiche-verkauf@jab.de
www.jab.de

Lill-Jans Plan 1
11425 Stockholm
T: +46 (0)8 796 98 00
F: +46 (0)8 796 98 55
JAB-scandinavia@jab.de

Great Britain
JAB INTERNATIONAL FURNISHINGS LTD.

Norway
JAB Showroom Oslo

17 The Boulevard, Imperial Wharf
London SW6 2UB
T: +44 20 7348 6620
F: +44 20 7384 9300
info@jab-uk.co.uk

Drammensveien 130 A4
0277 Oslo
T: +47 22 55 97 87
F: +47 22 55 97 80
JAB-norway@jab.de

M-1043/090

Elegant Oak J-40014

